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CHALLENGE

NC.gov faced a crisis of usability. This 

homepage for NC government relied on 

a long list of links to various agency sites, 

making it hard for visitors to find what 

they needed.

NC.gov also lacked a cohesive digital 

experience. Because each agency 

managed its site in silos, users had to 

reorient themselves to a new 

navigation whenever they opened a 

new agency page.

STRATEGY

Atlantic BT reimagined the digital face 

of NC.gov using a user-centric content 

governance strategy and digital style 

guide to unify the look and feel of every 

agency page.

The new NC.gov used a streamlined, 

mobile-friendly sitemap that made it 

simple to find essential information on a 

variety of different devices.

RESULT 

The new face of NC.gov achieved a 38% 

lower bounce rate and a 6% increase in 

page views.

As part of Atlantic BT’s partnership 

with the NC government, Atlantic BT 

will transform the state’s Secretary 

of State page as well as its DevOps 

projects to improve efficiency and 

transparency.
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Most organizations have 
service agreements. NC.gov has 
a mandate.
From citizens and nonprofit advocates seeking policy information to 

business leaders bidding on contracts with the state, the NC.gov websites 

serve everyone in North Carolina. Unlike a private company which aims 

to reach a specific audience, NC.gov treats all North Carolinians as its 

customers. And creating an effective web experience for everyone is 

not easy.
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NC.gov serves the 9.9 million people in North Carolina, with 
23% younger than 18 and 14% older than 65.

- NC.GOV



Turn a Link List into an 
Intuitive Experience
NC.gov faced a crisis of usability. While most visitors were able to find what 

they needed on the existing NC.gov sites, the interface offered a catalog of 

links rather than mobile-friendly, user-centric navigation. Locating the right 

online form or policy information meant scanning an extensive list of siloed 

agency sites. This process often frustrated visitors to NC.gov, leading 

them to call the agency office directly instead of searching for the needed 

information online—using up the valuable time of both state employees 

and taxpayers.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Besides navigation issues, the siloed management of each agency’s site 

also made for a disorienting user experience. Because each agency’s site 

could have its own visual style and framework, there was no unified look 

and feel across the NC.gov sites. This meant that users had to reorient 

themselves to a new site appearance and navigation every time they 

opened a new agency’s page.
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The new NC.gov website needed to organize more 
than 75,000 state agency webpages to create an 

intuitive user experience from end to end.



Unify the Experience Across 
Each Agency
Our goals were to transform the user experience and organization of the 

NC.gov sites, and equip NC state employees to build out content in their 

agency sites using a new framework based on Drupal technology. This 

would not only resolve NC.gov’s immediate navigation needs, but also 

provide a digital foundation for the future of their content.

Before we created the new NC.gov, it was vital we understood their 

existing content and the diverse users they served. This was no small task. 

Our work for NC.gov involved sites for 10 different state agencies with 

numerous smaller divisions, amounting to more than 75,000 web pages. 

We began with a full content inventory. Using web crawling tools, we 

identified the different page types used by each agency and analyzed the 

content to find key topics. 
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Next, we collaborated with representatives from each NC agency in 

persona workshops. These meetings identified key personas of the types 

of citizens these agency websites would serve and the content these 

citizens would seek. Our persona workshops also helped us understand 

how different agency sites should be organized and which content should 

be prioritized for visitors.



Our new design for NC.gov drew on persona research to 
create a look and feel relevant to each state agency.



Lead with Content Strategy to 
Meet Agency Needs
These insights allowed us to build out full content strategies for the 

new NC.gov according to the KPIs we defined with each agency. By 

leading with content, we crafted a look and feel for the NC.gov sites that 

organized navigation based on persona research specific to each agency. 

For example, the NC Department of Cultural Resources needed a way to 

regularly inform citizens about cultural events throughout the state. This 

in mind, we gave this department’s site an easy-to-update event calendar 

with accompanying descriptions so their visitors could quickly find the 

information they wanted without a lengthy phone call to an agency 

employee. 

The result was a streamlined, mobile-friendly sitemap that made it easier 

to find existing content and improve the overall user experience. We also 

A/B tested the new site design on multiple devices, running analytics on 

performance to ensure we were engaging users effectively. This testing 

helped us to create a cross-agency search capability that made it easier 

for users to locate the specific content they needed on NC.gov sites.



Empower Agencies with a 
Digital Style Guide
To empower each agency’s future, we put together a content 

governance strategy and digital style guide. This gave agencies the 

look, style, and code they needed to create new content for their 

specific site. Our guide included a universal template that helped 

agencies craft new content that would meet their needs and fit the 

look and feel of all NC.gov sites.

Our content governance strategy equipped each agency with best 

practices and guidance to keep their department pages up to date. 

While the old system depended on the NC.gov IT team to publish 

everything, the new Drupal-based site allowed agency 

representatives to create content themselves and submit it to a 

governance review process in order to ensure consistent content 

quality. This prepared each NC.gov agency to take the lead in their 

content publishing process.

TERA SIMON
DIRECTOR OF CLIENT ENGAGEMENT 
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We didn’t just create a unified 
look and feel. We built a larger 
theme that NC.gov could 
build on to create whatever 
they needed.



A New Site Design and 
a New Partnership
The new Drupal-based content management system for NC.gov led to 

exponentially faster updating of essential site content by empowering 

stakeholders across each agency. This worked with the new site interface 

to draw 38% more organic traffic to NC.gov and increase page views per 

session by 6%. NC’s government has also continued its partnership with 

Atlantic BT by engaging us to help with the state’s DevOps projects, as 

well as the sites for other NC agencies like the secretary of state.
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When it comes to your digital presence, Atlantic BT asks the right 
questions to give you the best possible results.

We have the content and analytics expertise to help you tell your digital story in a rich, 

multiplatform experience. To begin collaborating with us toward your digital future, 

contact us today.

6%
Increase in 
Page Views

38%
Lower 

Bounce Rate for 
Organic Traffic



Atlantic BT is the experienced 
partner you need to prepare 
your company for a bigger 
and better future.

Contact us today to get the 
conversation started.

You + 

To transform your digital 
presence, you need a 
user-centric strategy.



About Atlantic BT

From cloud architecture to cybersecurity to online strategy, Atlantic 

BT has solved tough digital problems for enterprises and global 

businesses for more than 15 years. We partner with forward-thinking 

companies to make their digital dreams into reality, creating solutions 

that enable the future of their business.

 AtlanticBusinessTechnologies

 @atlanticbt

 atlantic-bt

atlanticbt.com | 919.518.0670


